COVID-19 has its implications on all activities and scheduled plans. To alleviate the difficulties and uncertainty the authors might face in their attempt to participate in APSIPA ASC 2020, we introduce a fully virtual scenario to alleviate this problem.

- Regular sessions and presentations will be scheduled and held in a similar way to standard conferences according to a well-prepared timetable.
- The conference will offer a fully virtual model to overcome the current situation of travel bans in many countries. Authors pre-recorded presentations will be presented at the scheduled sessions to the virtual audiences.
- Accepted papers in the virtual scenario are equally legitimate and eligible for publication in IEEE Xplore and conference publications.
- Accepted papers presented in the virtual scenario are eligible to be equally nominated for the best papers and other APSIPA awards.
- A special software system will be used by all registered authors to participate in the conference sessions. Further information will be distributed regarding this system.
- Detailed information will be instructed to all accepted papers authors about the way and timing of uploading the pre-recorded presentations.